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There have always been students who missed school. School attendance problems are complex and often very challenging to address. And for responses to be effective in getting students to school ...

School attendance problems are complex, and our solutions need to be as well
For the third year we present CRN’s Next-Gen Solution Provider Leaders project, recognizing today’s up-and-coming solution provider executives, directors and managers who are poised to be ...

2022 Next-Gen Solution Provider Leaders
have the perfect solution to their issue. You see yourself as a fixer and can’t seem to just be a shoulder to cry on. For someone with a savior complex, if you’d just listen to them ...

9 Symptoms & Signs Of A Savior Complex In Someone You Know
Once players approach the M-009 puzzle sign, they'll see a strange stone structure on the ground that can be jumped on. Above it is a floating structure that can be climbed on; however, above this ...

Sonic Frontiers: M 009 Puzzle Solution
But "big" is not the same as "complex." The term "complex" implies that we don't really know what the solutions are or whether they will in fact work. Neither is true here: we know with absolute ...

Ending the climate crisis has one simple solution: Stop using fossil fuels
However, an eye-opening finding of the Coalition Greenwich study, is that 74% of firms still rely on email and spreadsheets to handle these complex ... research management solution (RMS) provides ...

How research management solutions help firms solve complex market challenges
The prospect of a two-state solution has been grim for years, but the ascent of the far right into Israeli leadership outright dooms that hope. Palestinians can expect an expansion of Jewish ...

Two-state solution appears doomed
The idea is simple: At the school, which is located inside of a retirement complex called Oak Park Arms, the kids visit seniors down the hall, and the seniors can come to the preschool to help teach.

Preschool at retirement complex promotes intergenerational learning
Every year, dozens of people flood the ComplexCon floor to sift through a maze of exclusive products from coveted brands but, beyond that, it encapsulates the essence of Complex from top to fin ...

The Best of ComplexCon 2022
Companies are beginning to see techniques adopted to evade sanctions in Iran being used to dodge Russia sanctions—and banks are finding more ways to monitor for these Servicemen of the Russian ...

Catching Sanctions Evaders Getting More Complex
We had so much fun working on our new Complex cover story with Yeat that we decided to print a limited edition zine. The 32-page zine features the complete cover story, plus photos from the shoot ...

Complex’s Yeat Cover Story Zine Will Be Available Exclusively at ComplexCon
“That tells us how the crust formed on Mars is definitely more complex than what we knew. So, it’s more about understanding that process, and especially what it means for how Earth’s crust ...

The surface and crust of Mars may be more complex than scientists once thought
Firefighters say 12 people were hurt, and many others displaced after a fire and explosion led to a collapse at an apartment complex in Maryland. The fire was reported around 8:30 a.m. Wednesday ...

12 hurt, many displaced after fire, explosion at Maryland apartment complex
This is expected to give a boost to the artificial intelligence-assisted design of complex and functional (meta)materials. Given a 3D piece of origami, can you flatten it without damaging it?
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